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Abstract. Down syndrome is the most frequent cause of mental disability, pre-

senting similar characteristics among people with this syndrome, among them 

the scarce short-term memory capacity, fatiguing attention, language delay, 

among others. In Mexico only 3% of Down children receive education, so in 

this section we propose the use of a Humanoid robot for future application in 

therapies for children with Down syndrome. We propose how to improve your 

ability to work with colors and shapes in a group of children with Down syn-

drome. 

Keywords: color identification, down syndrome, therapies with children with 

disabilities, NAO humanoid robot. 

1 Introduction 

Today the number of related genetic abnormalities is quite high; to mention that there 

are more than 12,000 described genetic syndromes, on of them is Down Syndrome. In 

1866 it was John Langdon Down who described for the first this syndrome, and on 

that year, it was attributed to a delay in the normal development. Subsequently it was 

stated that Down Syndrome was a consequence of infectious processes, alcoholism, 

between others. It was until 1958 when Jerome Lejeune and Pat Jacobs, discovered 

the presence of a third chromosome in the 21 pair of all cells, since then it's consid-

ered a genetic syndrome. Being the first genetic abnormality described on human 

beings. 

Down Syndrome creates deficiencies in physical and intellectual development 

among individuals. Children with Down Syndrome usually show physical characteris-

tics, neuropsychological, sensorial, motor and cognitive quite similar. The last are 

described by Fernandez Sampedro and others (1993): 

 Attention is unstable, scattered and fatigable; to make a progress in the child's 

learning, it must involve different activities to keep it.  

 Short term memory lacks of sensorial & hearing information processing which 

usually helps to improve with visual efforts. Regarding long term memory, 

there's a challenge to store and recover information. The child retains memory 
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by observation because of habit, but lacks of memory, which hardens language 

and vocabulary learning.  

 There's a considerable retardation language wise in comparison to other devel-

opment fields. There's a gap between comprehension and expression levels. 

 Vocabulary delay is present, possibly because there's a lack of comprehension in 

the relation between objects, people, facts, and words that represent them, 

there's no retention of this relationship or there's not a space-time frame 

acknowledgement. 

 Slowness in reaction timing. Children with Down Syndrome also show impul-

sivity, low tolerance to frustration, lack of persistence on tasks, low motivation 

innate and the need of external supervision to finish a task. 

 

Although all the deficits are marked, some authors state that, when therapy pro-

grams integrate motivational aspects, there's an improvement of their intellectual 

execution. Therefore, it is stated that they possess some learning skills, but, in com-

parison to their No-Down counterparts, they show instability in knowledge attain-

ment, and this last one is slower. 

1.1 Education Problems Faced by Down Syndrome Kids  

Down Syndrome is the most frequent cause of psychic disability, the estimated rela-

tion in cases is one in every 1000 - 1100 births, according to the World's Health Or-

ganization. In Mexico, the Health Department, through the Gender Equality Center 

and Reproductive Health, in their Technical Guidelines for the Integral Attention for 

people with Down syndrome, estimates that there's a case in every 650 first borns. 

In Mexico there are many institutions that support children with Down syndrome, 

generally there are specialized institutes for motor development and others in intellec-

tual development. However, most of the public schools since kindergarten won't take 

in kids with different intellectual skills due to lack of prepared personnel to provide 

proper education to kids with DS, which leads to, mostly, kids with DS to not receive 

education. In Mexico only 3% of kids with DS receive education. The main reason is 

the number of educators and equipment in specialized institutions are not enough to 

cover the number of children with this syndrome and as a secondary reason, Mexico 

is a country with low resources that's why it's complicated to take a kid to a special-

ized institution, and there might be the case that this institution is a few hours away 

from home. 

1.2 NAO Humanoid Robot 

The Robotics is a modern technology, which includes the study, design and operation 

of robots, as well as researches for their further development. The definition given to 

the robot by the Robot Institute of America is: "A reprogrammable, multifunctional 

manipulator designed to move material, parts, tools, or specialized devices through 

various programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks". Throughout 

the last years, there has had a great growth on the interest in robots which are able to 

complete the task of a human assistance. They have been developed to be an aid in 
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homes, for sanitary and therapeutic assistance. The use of the Nao humanoid robot is 

proposed to be implemented in the education for kids with DS, altogether with parents 

and professors who may teach them daily.  

The robot has two cameras, four microphones, nine tactile sensors, two ultrasonic 

sensors, eight pressure sensors to perceive the environment where it interacts. It has 

twenty-five grades of liberty which allow the robot has greater movement range mak-

ing it ideal for any environment. Also, it has a voice synthesizer and two speakers that 

permit the communication between the robot and the user as it is described on Fig-

ure 1.  

The main objective of this article is to develop certain cognitive skills through the 

use of the Nao humanoid robot, essentially color recognition and motor coordination. 

Besides, it will try to motivate the Down infant to speak and collaborate, since these 

are common social abilities that every infant should learn during his/her development. 

 

Fig. 1.  Nao Sensors and Joints. 

Source: Admin; Features of Nao Robot, Gigabotics. Robotics Development and Re-

search. gigabotics.com/robotics/features-of-nao-robot/. (2015). Last accessed 

2018/03/25. 

 

There are works that demonstrate the viability of the interaction human or child, 

specifically, with a robot. One of those was capable to reduce intransitive gesture in 

preschoolers with autism spectrum disorder, based on a therapy with a social robot.  

It has been achieved by the illustration process to recognize all types of colors 

through the Nao camera, which will mention the color of toys every time the user 

shows a figure to the humanoid. Moreover, it will be placed each piece inside a con-

tainer at the beginning or at the end of a therapy session in hand with the humanoid 

robot to storage the used objects as part of a game. 
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2 Applications of NAO to Help Children with Down Syndrome 

2.1 Color Recognition 

In order to make the recognition, the humanoid was placed in front of a white table 

which measures 15x41x25 cm (WxLxH). As it has been said, the Nao humanoid owns 

two HD cameras, in this case, the making decision was to use the superior camera due 

to the position of the robot at the beginning of the action. But any of both may be 

taken. Regarding the objects, four figures of color red, blue, purple and orange were 

utilized.  

For the image processing, Numpy module was used since it allows matrix working 

in Python and OpenCV, a computerized visionary library. Those were imported to 

Python 2.7 Software. The first step was to make the connection of the Nao camera 

through the computer using the following code: 

Algorithm 1. Code to inicialize NAO’s superior camera. 

Dispositivo_Video = ALProxy ('ALVideoDevice', "IP", 9559)  

AL_kTopCamera = 0  

AL_kQVGA = 1  

AL_kBGRColorSpace = 13  

captureDevice = Dispositivo_Video.subscribeCamera("Prueba", 

AL_kTopCamera, AL_kQVGA,  

AL_kBGRColorSpace, 10)  

Ancho = 320 

Altura = 240 

Imagen = np.zeros((Altura, Ancho, 3), np.uint8) 

The above code specifies the use of the superior camera, space of RGB color and a 

resolution of 320x240. Each pixel is saved on a new matrix of the same resolution. 

Once the matrix is obtained, the space of BGR color has to be change to HSV color. 

The model HSV is based on cylindrical coordinates and it is derived from RGB mod-

el. In addition, it represents colors combining three values which are: hue, saturation 

and value. The first one let color distinguishes each other, taking in account the length 

of the wave that goes from 0º to 360º.  

Nevertheless, the saturation refers to a sensation that goes from high to low color 

intensity. To finalize, the value refers to the amount of white that a color may contain. 

Previous description is shown in Figure 2 below. 

The next step has the purpose to construct color masks. In this case, orange, red, 

blue and purple masks were created as the example in algorithm 2. Segmentation is a 

key concept in digital image processing. The segmentation of an image involves the 

detection, by means of deterministic or stochastic labeling procedures, of the contours 

or regions of the image, based on intensity information and / or spatial information.  
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Fig. 2.  HSV Model as an Inverted Pyramid. 

Source: HSV Color Model, Wikipedia. 

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modelo_de_color_HSV. Last accessed 2018/03/25. 

Algorithm 2. This code shows how to make the purple color mask. 

mascara_morado = cv2.inRange(hsv, morado_bajos, morado_altos) 

Then, each mask experienced open and closed morphological transformations. The 

first transformation consists of converting to zero all pixels from the illustration that 

do not contain completely the structured element in its surrounding (erosion). That 

means, getting matrix B and matrix A, as it is demonstrated on Figure 3, they may 

overlap each other. If all pixels from matrix B intersects with matrix A, they will be 

storage as ones on a new matrix, on the contrary, they will be storage as zeros. 

 

Fig. 3.  Erosion example. 

Source: Grupo de Topología Computacional y Matemática Aplicada, 

http://alojamientos.us.es/gtocoma/pid/tema5-1.pdf. Last accessed 2018/03/25. 

 

The second step of the open transformation is dilatation. It consists in overlapping 

matrix B and matrix A, in difference of erosion, on this phase the first one pixel from 

matrix B that intersects with matrix A, will storage all ones’ pixels from matrix B on a 

new matrix as it is shown on Figure 4. The closed transformation applies, first, dilata-
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tion on hand of the erosion. But, it should be clear that these are not contrary opera-

tions. 

 

Fig. 4. Dilatation example. 

Source: Grupo de Topología Computacional y Matemática Aplicada, 

http://alojamientos.us.es/gtocoma/pid/tema5-1.pdf. Last accessed 2018/03/25. 

The combination of open and closed operations could use them for the filter and 

segmentation of the image. Also, the opening and closing by reconstruction try to 

avoid the creation of new information. Next, OpenCV function “countNonZero” is 

used to follow a counting of all ones from the matrix of each color, which are storage 

on a variable to compare them among masks. However, the variable with higher value 

will indicate the color that is on observation. Ultimately, “ALTextToSpeech” was 

used to program the robot with the objective of saying the next phrase: “El objeto es -

color-”:tts = ALProxy('ALTextToSpeech', "IP", 9559) tts.say("El objeto es azul"). 

2.2 Movement 

For the movement the easiest way to make it is using the software Choregraphe at 

first you will need to save the movements performed and latter these can be used in 

conjunction with another program like the color recognition one to make the NAO act 

in a certain way depending of the needs of the problem. For example: 

 

Fig. 5.  Nao Location, figure marks and bottle marked with red. 
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In order to accomplish the movement of toy pieces and storage them in a container, 

Choregraphe 2.1.4.14 Software was managed. To achieve this goal, the same white 

table was used to locate the humanoid from a distance of 5 cm between its feet and 

the table. 

On the left, the piece is located and on the right the bottle is placed, a cylinder bot-

tle of 14 cm of height and 7.5 cm of diameter was used and a mark, as shown in Fig-

ure 5, was painted to point the place where pieces are located for the humanoid 

achieves to pick each piece and place it inside the container that also has a specific 

place to locate it. 

3 Results 

The illustration process worked since figures of different colors were divided into 

sections and noticed them with a small error percentage, depending of the illumina-

tion, as it is shown below on Figure 6. 

 

Fig. 6. Color Masks taking with Nao camera. A) Original image, B) Purple Color Mask, C) 

Orange Color Mask, D) Masks of four colors, E) Red Color Mask and F) Blue Color Mask. 

So next we are going to show the code used to differentiate the colors using the 

NAO the result may vary a little bit this code is the one used for the results above: 

Algorithm 3. Code to add the libraries and define the hsv values for each color. 

import sys 

import cv2 

import numpy as np 

from naoqi import ALProxy 

naranja_bajos = np.array([5,150,50],dtype=np.uint8) 

naranja_altos = np.array([15, 255, 255], dtype=np.uint8) 

     

morado_bajos = np.array([110,50,50], dtype=np.uint8) 

morado_altos = np.array([150, 255, 255], dtype=np.uint8) 
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rojo_bajos = np.array([400,100,100], dtype=np.uint8) 

rojo_altos = np.array([1000, 500, 500], dtype=np.uint8) 

     

azul_bajos = np.array([80, 50, 50], dtype=np.uint8) 

azul_altos = np.array([104, 255, 255], dtype=np.uint8) 

 

Fig. 7. Image of Nao Humanoid Processing Color Recognition. Once a piece was located on 

the table, after a pair of seconds, the robot mentioned the color of the figure. Nevertheless, 

there was not necessity to take screens or restart the software since recognition was executed in 

real time. 

First the first four lines we define the libraries we are going to use for this program. 

Second we are going to define the arrays of colors to separate each color for this you 

need to browse in the internet for the colors you want to identify, when you have the 

spectrum you also need to check for the light in the environment you are at cause this 

may affect the way colors are seen, so a further adjustment will be needed. Make sure 

to put the lower spectrum of the color and the higher one.  

Algorithm 4. Code to set the artificial vision trough NAO’s superior camera. 

# Use the Proxy model of NAOqi.169.254.17.106 

Dispositivo_Video = ALProxy('ALVideoDevice', "169.254.17.106", 

9559) # Connect to NAO. 

tts = ALProxy('ALTextToSpeech', "169.254.17.106", 9559) 

# Use superior camera. 

AL_kTopCamera = 0 # Superior Camera. 

AL_kQVGA = 1 # Resolution 320x240. 

AL_kBGRColorSpace = 13 # Color space BGR 

captureDevice = Dispositivo_Video.subscribeCamera( # Use of the 

camera 

"Prueba", AL_kTopCamera, AL_kQVGA, AL_kBGRColorSpace, 10) # 10 

fps.Ancho = 320 

Ancho = 320 

Altura = 240 

Imagen = np.zeros((Altura, Ancho, 3), np.uint8) 
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Next we are going to connect to the NAO using the proxy in it the one in the code 

is for the NAO used, so this may vary from NAO to NAO. Be sure to use the one in 

your robot in order to connect successfully. The line that follows is to active the supe-

rior camera and then the resolution of the image is defined and the space for RGB is 

selected. Then the image is captured in the selected camera. The variables “Ancho” 

and “Altura” are the ones that define the resolution being “Ancho” equal to 240 and 

the “Ancho” equal to 320 this is the number of pixels taken for the image so the reso-

lution is 320x240 if higher resolution is wanted you need to adjust these valors. This 

also make the program slower because of the bigger array and the need to process a 

bigger image.  

Algorithm 5. In this code the matrix of the images taken trough the camera. 

while True: 

    # Obtener imagen. 

    Resultado = Dispositivo_Video.getImageRemote(captureDevice); 

# Tomar una captura. 

 

    if Resultado == None: 

        print 'No se pudo capturar.' 

        break 

    elif Resultado[6] == None: # En Resultado[6] se guarda la 

imagen en formato binario. 

        print 'No se obtuvieron datos de imagen.' 

        break 

    else: 

 

        # Acomodar valores binarios en una matriz para un forma-

to de imagen. 

        Valores = map(ord, list(Resultado[6])) 

        i = 0 

        for y in range(0, Altura): 

            for x in range(0, Ancho): 

                Imagen.itemset((y, x, 0), Valores[i + 0]) 

                Imagen.itemset((y, x, 1), Valores[i + 1]) 

                Imagen.itemset((y, x, 2), Valores[i + 2]) 

                i = i + 3 

In this part if there is an error or it doesn’t detect the image in the screen will ap-

pear “Cannot capture” or “Not enough data for the image”. If the data was captured 

correctly the command “else” of the “if” will accommodate the binary values in an 

array for the format of the image. Starting from 0 giving values for “y” that is “Altu-

ra” (height) and x that is “Ancho” (width) this will accommodate de values as previ-

ously said. 

Algorithm 5. Code to initialize the artificial vision and create the color masks, it is 

necessary  to apply this to each color. 

#_,imagen = camara.read() 

        hsv = cv2.cvtColor(Imagen, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV) 
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        mascara_morado = cv2.inRange(hsv, morado_bajos, mora-

do_altos) 

        kernel = np.ones((5,5), np.uint8) 

        mascara_morado = cv2.morphologyEx(mascara_morado, 

cv2.MORPH_CLOSE, kernel) 

        mascara_morado = cv2.morphologyEx(mascara_morado, 

cv2.MORPH_OPEN, kernel) 

        Morado = cv2.countNonZero(mascara_morado)      

In this part we use the images and apply the range of colors the lower and higher 

spectrum defining what is considered to be the color, in a light tone or a dark one. 

This part will give multiple “mascaras” this are the ones that separate each color and 

detect it. For this is needed the variable previously used to establish the colors ranges 

in the spectrum we establish the morphology with this along with the kernel that was 

defined for the image. The last  

 

Algorithm 6. This code shows the color masks in real time. 

    cv2.imshow('camara',Imagen) 

       cv2.imshow('mascara', mascara) 

       cv2.imshow('morado', mascara_morado) 

       cv2.imshow('naranja', mascara_naranja) 

       cv2.imshow('roja', mascara_roja) 

       cv2.imshow('azul', mascara_azul) 

This code shows 6 images, as sown in figure 6, one for each color used, showing all 

things that the camera of the NAO is available to detect. 

Algorithm 7. In this part of the code the values of every mask are compared.  

if Morado > Rojo & Morado > Naranja & Morado > Azul: 

            print 'Morado' 

            tts.say("El objeto es morado")     

        elif Morado < Rojo & Rojo > Naranja & Rojo > Azul: 

            print 'Rojo' 

            tts.say("El objeto es rojo")             

        elif Naranja > Rojo & Morado < Naranja & Naranja > Azul: 

            print 'naranja' 

            tts.say("El objeto es naranja")             

        elif Azul > Rojo & Azul > Naranja & Morado < Azul: 

            print 'Azul' 

            tts.say("El objeto es azul") 

Finally, the command if is used again in this case to make the NAO said the color 

detected. In order to achieve this, it’s needed to make the program recognize the high-

est value of the spectrum for the selected color. In the first line we can see how the 

color “Morado” (purple) needs to be higher than the others color like “rojo” (red), 

“azul” (blue) and “naranja” (orange) in order to make NAO able to differentiate from 

the other colors and said the name of it. 

This kind of therapy differs from traditional therapies because of the interaction be-

tween the humanoid and the children. As the kids with DS can lose the attention real-
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ly quick, at the moment that the child is watching something different (NAO), also 

very attractive because of the color LED’s and the movements NAO can hold their 

attention a little bit longer so the kid can analyze, understand and learn what NAO is 

saying, increasing the ability to relate the names with the colors not only those of the 

figures, but the colors that the child sees around him. 

 

Fig. 8. In this picture it can be observed that NAO, without the necessity of being running a 

program at the moment turn to see the person that was behind him. 

 

Fig. 9. Main Moments of Figures Movement: 1) Locate hand over the Figure, 2) Pick the Fig-

ure, 3) Locate the Figure and Hand on the Bottle, 4) Drop off the figure inside the bottle, 5) Lift 

the Bottle. 
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Also tried to give NAO autonomy so he can play and interact with the children 

without the need of a specific program to achieve each action or activity and it does 

not look so automatized to facilitate the interaction, as is shown in figure 8. 

Referring to the movement of figures, the goal is achieved whether they are located 

on the mark or near, at the same the bottle where figures are placed. This action is 

done in five main phases: locate hand over the figure, pick the figure, locate the figure 

and hand on the bottle, drop off the figure inside the bottle and lift the bottle. It is 

necessary to locate pieces one by one on the pointer place. Once the humanoid realiz-

es the last movement, it synthesizes the phase: “We need to save this”. The moments 

are shown in figure 9.    

4 Conclusion  

To conclude, due by the lack of skilled people to educate children with Down syn-

drome, the ninety-seven percent of those children do not receive the special education 

they require, resulting very difficult to include them in the society. For that reason, the 

use of a Nao humanoid would be a great support for the education of kids with Down 

syndrome. Since the operation of efficient tools as tactile and precision sensors, cam-

eras, microphone and voice synthesizer takes advantage because they attract the 

whole children attention. That means, an interaction between the humanoid and the 

user is achieved. Kids, who own Down syndrome, have short and long term deficien-

cies. So, activities have to be repetitive in order to accomplish the child remembers 

them. Meanwhile, Nao operates three learning ways: kinesthetic, visual and auditory. 

This research lists the first steps to support kids with Down syndrome to develop 

certain abilities. First, the knowledge of the four colors, which were mentioned be-

fore, and locating each piece for the robot makes its work. Also, it hopes that motor 

coordination would be an essential contribution for the child does the same move-

ments from the robot. When being the child who places figures inside the container. 

The goal is the kid keeps this action to be applied on others objects, taking in account 

this will be done after any activity where several objects were operated. That is ex-

pected on a future, the humanoid programming enables an entire intersection within 

the infant with Down syndrome 

5 Future Research 

Due to the lack of personnel specialized in the education of children with Down syn-

drome, 97% of down children are left without education and, therefore, the inclusion 

of them is difficult. Therefore, the use of the humanoid Nao would be very useful as 

support in the education of children with SD taking advantage of their tactile and 

pressure sensors, cameras, microphone and speech synthesizer can capture the atten-

tion of the child's complete child using each of the components of the robot to achieve 

a humanoid-user interaction. Children with DS have deficiencies in their short and 

long term memory, so the activities must be repetitive to get the child to retain it and 

with Nao the three forms of learning are used: kinesthetic, visual, and auditory, as is 

proposed in figure 9. 
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Fig. 10. Organization of objects by color to support to Down Syndrome Children. 

In this section, the first steps are taken to help the child develop certain skills. First 

of all, learning the four colors that were used in this section, followed by the collabo-

ration, placing each piece for the humanoid to do his work. One contribution plus 

motor coordination, it is expected that the child imitates the movements of the robot 

and is he, the one who places the pieces inside the boat, looking for this action to be 

recorded and can apply it in other objects, understanding that it is an action which 

must be carried out after any activity in which various objects were used. It is ex-

pected that in the future the programming of the humanoid will allow a total interac-

tion with the Down child developing a complete therapy. 
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